This little volume is really an " introduction to comparative anatomy," it is a description of the structure of the various classes of the animal kingdom; the higher researches of comparative anatomy are hardly touched upon. As far as it goes, the syllabus is a most useful guide to a lecturer. We say advisedly to a lecturer; for to a student it would be a terrible ordeal to attempt to read the book and to fill in details by reference to other works. To a Bengali student the study of the syllabus, in its dry state, would be positively dangerous, as the book is crammed with very long and difficult words which his memory would cherish to retain and his mind to retail, whilst no real idea of the science of zoology could be obtained.
Good as the syllabus is as a guide to a lecturer, there are a few points which require notice. The raising of the " coelenterata" to the rank of a sub-kingdom is hardly justified; it is impossible to give to the corals a separate position of the same value as that of the "mollu^ca" and " vertebrata."
Owen's province of " radiata" was apparently as near the truth as the subkingdom of Frey and Leuckurt. As regard the " Bryozoa," it i3 curious tj follow the migra- To the medical man and student we would commend the the pages on the class " scolecidse." The embryonic history of tape-worm is clearly laid down; the alternation of free and parasitic habit in many nematoids is also indicated.
A few remarks at the end of the volume on the " relations of man to the quadruinana" are also very interesting, although rather disappointing by their brevity.
